ABSTRACT.
Letf be an additjve arithmetical function having a distrlbution F. For any sequence 1 6 h(n) Zr n, h(n) --) co, let
Qn(b, f)(x) = card{n 5 m I n + h(n) : f(m) 5 x)/h(n).
In this note, we determine the slowest growing function h so that &(h, f) tends weakl y to F, for varlousf.
Introduction. Let f be an additive function. The well known theorem of Erdiis and Wintner gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the distribution function off; that is, there exists a distribution function F such that the density of integer m satisfyingf(m) < x exists and equals F(x). These conditions are that the two series converge, where f'(p) = f(p) if If{ p)l =< 1 and f'(p) = I otherwise. Here and in what follows p stands for prime numbers.
For any sequence 1 4 bin) 5 n, of integers, let Q,,(h, f)(x) = (b(n))-' card{n < m <= n + b(n) : f(m) < x}" Babu (1981) obtains conditions for the existence of mean values of complex-valued multiplicative functions in short intervals, when h(n) = rta; where 0 < cx < 1. Applying these results to g(n) = exp(itf(n)), f additive, it is not difficult to obtain results on the existence of limits for Q&f)(x), when b(n) = rzQ. Babu (1982) showed the existence of distribution in short interval for w, when n L b(n) 5 exp(a(n) logn/(loglogn)'/2) with 1 6 a(n) 6 (loglogn)1/2 and a(n) -+ 00. K.-H. Indlekofer (1987) There he assumes that the interval length h(n) satisfies log h(n)/ log n -+ I as n --) co. Without any further restriction onf, this result cannot be improved. In this note we investigate the following problem: To determine as accurately as possible the slowest growing function h so that QJh, f) converges weakly to F. For related work see Babu (1981 and 1982) and Erdijs (1935) . The proofs of Theorems l-3 below, are easy and given in the next section. Throughout the paper we assume that the two series in (1) converge. Iff is not bounded then this result no longer holds. To simplify the presentation for unbounded f, the remaining results are stated for strongly additive functions f satisfying 0 S;f(p) 5 1. Let (1) NY) = c fM> and fy(m) = c f(p).
PSY plm,Gy
It follows easily from the Chinese remainder theorem that unless A(log @/b(n) -+ 0, the sequence Q,(h, f) cannot converge weakly to F. On the other hand, by using elementary methods we could prove the following. ) loglog n ---f 0 is necessary for Qn(b,f) to converge weakly to F, but we could prove the weak convergence only if (log n)-'+'~O/h(n)(loglog n)+ -+ 0. We expect that the lower bound is the correct one. If f( p) = (log p)-' , then (log n)/b(n)(loglog n)2 -+ 0 is necessary. But we could prove the convergence of Q,(b, f) to F only when &/ log b(n) + 0. Consider now f(p) = I, that is f(n) = w(n). It was shown in Babu (1982) that if b(n) = &n)(h bfi)-"2, a(n) -+ 00, then the Erdtis-Kac Theorem holds, But it is very likely that much more is true, The Chinese remainder theorem only gives that (log n)/b(n)(loglog n)2 must tend to zero, but the fact in this case may very well be between these extremes. Perhaps it will not be very easy to improve these conditions. as n -00. The result now follows from Theorem 2.
